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Zhalt Portable
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Ref.. AMA 94270

Art./Ref. Capacità serbatoio lt/Tank capacity lt Autonomia/Autonomy Alimentazione/Voltage

94270 8 l 20 days  12V, 1 battery 7,2AH

Zhalt portable is a portable misting mosquito system. 
It is powered by a battery, rechargeable via the supplied 
battery charger. Its action protects against mosquitoes
and other annoying insects, an area of about 150 squa-
re meters with only 2 cycles of 3 minutes a day. Usable 
with semi-automatic programming (every day repeats 
the automatically set cycle). Or with the practical remo-
te control supplied it can also be operated remotely. 
Thanks to the powerful battery and the large 8 liter 
tank you can enjoy protection from mosquitoes and 
flies in your garden for about 20 days without needing 
to recharge.

You can move and position Zhalt Portable anywhere in your garden or on your terrace. Thanks to 
the battery operation you will not have any wires or extensions to take with you. Use it wherever 
you want: in the garden, on the terrace, at the campsite. Thanks to its small size you can take it with 
you in a camper van, to the house by the sea or in the countryside. Supplied with 3 nozzles for 
spraying it can be expanded with 1 kit for a total flow rate of 6 nozzles and 25m of tube. Immediate 
results: 3 minutes of spraying with the blast chiller are enough to rid the area of   mosquitoes.
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Kit Garden Extension 
Zhalt portable
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Ref. AMA 94271

A do-it-yourself kit, created specifically for Zhalt 
Portable, which allows you to create a spray 
system with 25 meters of pipe and 6 nozzles. By 
installing the kit you can increase the protective 
action of Zhalt Portable by creating a real barrier 
against mosquitoes in your backyard, on the 
terrace, on the patio, etc.

The package contains: n. 25 meters of pipe, n. 2 screw cap, n. 3 spray nozzles, n. 1 special fitting 
for Zhalt Portable, n. 1 unidirectional valve complete with tube cm. 5, n. 7 T-fitting, n. 6 L-nozzle 
fitting, n. 2 pressure cap, n. 1 cutter / pipe cutter, n. 20 tube holder collars, n. 1 manual with 
assembly instructions.
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Product specific for 
ZHALT Portable
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Ref. AMA 94272 / 94273 / 94274 

Art./Ref.
Capacità serbatoio lt/

Tank capacity lt
Note/Notes

94272 5 Insecticide Tetrapiù specific for Zhalt portable. Ready to use, pack of 5 liters.

94273 1

Non-habitual product specific for mosquitoes and Zhalt Portable. SAFE, EFFECTIVE and BIOECOSOSTENIBLE. Natural 
product without contraindications for humans, animals and vegetation. The characteristic odor of the formulation 
is particularly unpleasant to annoying insects that are kept away from the treated areas. Natural Green has been 

specially formulated to spray with a nozzle diffuser that micronises the formula, enhancing efficiency and reducing 
doses. The presence of precious essential oils creates an unpleasant aroma-therapeutic bubble that keepaway the in-
sects that are removed from the environment by returning the spaces to their use in full relax. Concentrated product 

94274 1

Non-habitual product specific for flies and Zhalt Portable. SAFE, EFFECTIVE and BIOECOSOSTENIBLE. Natural product 
without contraindications for humans, animals and vegetation. The characteristic odor of the formulation is parti-
cularly unpleasant to annoying insects that are kept away from the treated areas. Natural Green has been specially 

formulated to spray with a nozzle diffuser that micronises the formula, enhancing efficiency and reducing doses. The 
presence of precious essential oils creates an unpleasant aroma-therapeutic bubble that keepaway the insects that 

are removed from the environment by returning the spaces to their use in full relax. Concentrated product 
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Zhalt Evolution
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Ref. AMA 94280

Art./Ref. Alimentazione/Voltage

94280 220V

Zhalt evolution is an anti-mosquito spray system, sold 
with a mounting kit, to free the garden of annoying 
mosquitoes and insects. Thanks to the nebulization of 
the water + product mixture and to the regular cycles 
carried out during the day, negligible percentages of 
the product are used compared to the normal disinfe-
stations. Its action does not fear rain or irrigation as the 
treatment is repeated every day at regular intervals. 
Sold with a kit of 10 nozzles and 50 meters of pipe, it 
can carry up to 3 expanding kits with the possibility of 
managing up to 40 nozzles and 200m of pipe.

 It should be placed indoors, near a water inlet 
and electricity, once installed and programmed, 
it works automatically without any intervention. 
Installation and assembly are available to everyo-
ne but can optionally be performed by qualified 
personnel.
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Kit Expanding Evolution 
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Ref. AMA  94281

Thanks to the Expanding Kit you can increase 
the surface protected by Zhalt Evolution in your 
garden. The kit was created specifically for Zhalt 
Evolution owners and allows for 50 meters of hose 
and 10 additional nozzles compared to the basic 
kit supplied with Zhalt Evolution. It is necessary to 
keep in mind that Zhalt Evolution is able to support 
a maximum of 200 meters of pipe and 40 nozzles 
and therefore it is possible to install a maximum of 
3 additional Expanding Kits in order not to exceed 
the capacity allowed by the appliance.

Follow the instructions in the manual contained in the package to immediately increase the size of 
your mosquito repellent system. The package contains: n. 50 meters of pipe, n. 10 spray nozzles, n. 
10 L-nozzle holders, n. 12 T-pieces, n. 100 self-locking plastic bands, n. 100 dowels 5x25, n. 50 clips for 
pipe holder with screw.
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CONCENTRATED PRODUCT

Product for ZHALT 
Evolution

Ref. AMA 94282 / 94283 / 94284 / 94285 / 94286 / 94287

Art./Ref.
Capacità serbatoio lt/

Tank capacity lt
Note/Notes

94282 1
Concentrated insecticide. Aqueous microemulsion, solvent-free, with a broad spectrum and immediate knock-down action. Concentrated 

insecticide based on natural pyrethrins synergized. 1 liter bottle

94283 1
PERTEX 22 concentrated is intended for the fight against flying insects such as mosquitoes, tiger mosquitoes, flies, wasps, horseflies, chirono-
mids, fleas, dermestidi, awls, Simulidae, moths, lasioderma and crawling like cockroaches, ants, fish silver, awls, tribolii and ticks. Insecticide 

concentrate in liquid microemulsion, contains active ingredients that give rapid reduction and prolonged residual action. 1 liter bottle

94284 2

Non-habitual product specific for mosquitoes and Zhalt Evolution. SAFE, EFFECTIVE and BIOECOSOSTENIBLE. Natural product without contrain-
dications for humans, animals and vegetation. The characteristic odor of the formulation is particularly unpleasant to annoying insects that 

are kept away from the treated areas. Natural Green has been specially formulated to spray with a nozzle diffuser that micronises the formula, 
enhancing efficiency and reducing doses. The presence of precious essential oils creates an unpleasant aroma-therapeutic bubble that kee-

paway the insects that are removed from the environment by returning the spaces to their use in full relax. Concentrated product

94285 5

Non-habitual product specific for mosquitoes and Zhalt Evolution. SAFE, EFFECTIVE and BIOECOSOSTENIBLE. Natural product without contrain-
dications for humans, animals and vegetation. The characteristic odor of the formulation is particularly unpleasant to annoying insects that 

are kept away from the treated areas. Natural Green has been specially formulated to spray with a nozzle diffuser that micronises the formula, 
enhancing efficiency and reducing doses. The presence of precious essential oils creates an unpleasant aroma-therapeutic bubble that kee-

paway the insects that are removed from the environment by returning the spaces to their use in full relax. Concentrated product 

94286 2

Non-habitual product specific for flies and Zhalt Evolution. SAFE, EFFECTIVE and BIOECOSOSTENIBLE. Natural product without contraindications 
for humans, animals and vegetation. The characteristic odor of the formulation is particularly unpleasant to annoying insects that are kept 

away from the treated areas. Natural Green has been specially formulated to spray with a nozzle diffuser that micronises the formula, enhan-
cing efficiency and reducing doses. The presence of precious essential oils creates an unpleasant aroma-therapeutic bubble that keepaway the 

insects that are removed from the environment by returning the spaces to their use in full relax. Concentrated product 

94287 5

Non-habitual product specific for flies and Zhalt Evolution. SAFE, EFFECTIVE and BIOECOSOSTENIBLE. Natural product without contraindications 
for humans, animals and vegetation. The characteristic odor of the formulation is particularly unpleasant to annoying insects that are kept 

away from the treated areas. Natural Green has been specially formulated to spray with a nozzle diffuser that micronises the formula, enhan-
cing efficiency and reducing doses. The presence of precious essential oils creates an unpleasant aroma-therapeutic bubble that keepaway the 

insects that are removed from the environment by returning the spaces to their use in full relax. Concentrated product 
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KIT NOZZLE

Accessories for ZHALT

Ref. AMA 94279

Art./Ref. Descrizione/Description Note/Notes

94279 Extension kit for nozzles, 3 pcs X 40 cm 
These 3 extenders, connected to the nozzle housings of Zhalt Portable allow 
you to increase the height of the nozzles themselves from the ground thus 

allowing a better diffusion of the sprayed product.

These 3 extenders, connected to the nozzle housings of 
Zhalt Portable allow you to increase the height of the nozzles 
themselves from the ground thus allowing a better diffusion 
of the sprayed product.


